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The literature and curiosities of dreams, by Frank SeafieldZohráb, Or,
A Midsummer Day's Dream, and Other PoemsQueen Eleanor's Vengeance and
Other PoemsLara. The siege of Corinth. Parisina. The prisoner of
Chillon. The dream, etcEventide at Bethel; or, The night-dream of the
desert, an Old Testament chapter (Gen. xxviii) in providence and
graceWe Had a DreamLove's labor's lost. Merchant of Venice. Midsummer
night's dream. Romeo and JulietThe Fabric of DreamsA Spring-Morning's
Dream with Somniloquence, and ????????? ("wide-awake"). [Poems.]The
Dream in Homer and Greek TragedyDream FacesShakespere's A Midsummer
Night's DreamThe Hidden Meaning of DreamsA Short Relation, concerning
a dream With some remarks on the late comet. Together with a short
exhortation to all into whose hands my dream shall fallThe foresters.
Balin and Balan. Death of Enone, Akbar's dream. PoemsGrace Loveland,
Or, The Blind Man's DreamDreams and Their MeaningsThe Vengeance of
James VansittartThe mighty magician (taken from Calderon) Such stuff
as dreams are made of (taken from Calderon) Euphranor. Agamemnon
(taken from Aeschylus) The downfall and death of King Oedipus (taken
from Sophocles)The Dream of OrsinoMY DREAMA Day Dream of ParadiseThe
Interpretation of DreamsTo Kill a DreamA Dream of FreedomEntranced
with a dreamThe Poet's Bride, a Winter's Dream, and Other PoemsDream
WestThe Literature and Curiosities of DreamsNebuchadnezzar's
DreamScarface : [He loved the American Dream with a vengeance]Beyond
the Hills of DreamDreams and Dream-storiesRaven Rockstrow; Or, The
Pedlar's DreamThe Dream HackerLife's a DreamThe mighty magician [a
play Followed by] 'Such stuff as dreams are made of', a drama, taken
from 'Vida es suenso' [tr. by E.Fitzgerald].Dreams and Dream
StoriesAmerican Dream VisionsThe Christ Dream

The literature and curiosities of dreams, by Frank Seafield
Zohráb, Or, A Midsummer Day's Dream, and Other Poems
Queen Eleanor's Vengeance and Other Poems
Lara. The siege of Corinth. Parisina. The prisoner of
Chillon. The dream, etc
Eventide at Bethel; or, The night-dream of the desert, an
Old Testament chapter (Gen. xxviii) in providence and grace
"What is life? A frenzy. What is life? An illusion, a shadow, a
fiction; and the greatest good is fleeting, for all life is a dream,
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and even dreams are but dreams." That is the haunting lesson learned
by Prince Sigismund in Life's a Dream (La vida es sueno), the best
known and most widely admired play of Catholic Europe's greatest
dramatist, Pedro Calderon de la Barca. Calderon's long life
(1600-1681) witnessed the pinnacle and collapse of Spanish political
power as well as the great flowering of classical Spanish literature.
He inherited his dramatic principles from his brilliant predecessor,
Lope de Vega, perfecting his formula with more economical plots,
greater subtlety of thought, and, in some cases, deeper character
development and psychological insight. The English Romantic poet,
Percy Bysshe Shelley, one of the first translators of Calderon into
English, was of the opinion that he "exceeds all modern dramatists,
with the exception of Shakespeare, whom he resembles, however, in the
depth of thought and subtlety of imagination of his writings, and in
the rare power of interweaving delicate and powerful comic traits with
the most tragical situations." Nowhere is Calderon's talent more
evident than in Life's a Dream, the poignant tale of a prince
imprisoned at birth by his astrologer-king father and liberated on the
same day a beautiful woman stumbles into his life. The interwoven
themes of love, loss, power, and destiny make it the peer of such
plays as Oedipus and Hamlet. With the collaboration of Jonathan
Thacker of Merton College, Oxford, Michael Kidd (Augsburg College,
Minnesota) offers a British adaptation of his award-winning American
prose translation, recipient of the Colorado Endowment for the
Humanities Publication Prize in 2004. The volume comes with a generous
set of supplementary materials including critical introduction,
translator's notes, suggestions for directors, bibliography, and
glossary.

We Had a Dream
"Dreams and Dream Stories" by Anna Bonus Kingsford. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Love's labor's lost. Merchant of Venice. Midsummer night's
dream. Romeo and Juliet
The Fabric of Dreams
Examines aspects of the dream in Homer and Greek tragedies as an
originating cause or impetus of the action in a poem or play.
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A Spring-Morning's Dream with Somniloquence, and ?????????
("wide-awake"). [Poems.]
The Dream in Homer and Greek Tragedy
Dream Faces
This fascinating book breaks new ground by examining the influence of
Chaucer's dream visions on American author F. Scott Fitzgerald. In so
doing, it raises important questions about periodization, genre, and
gender issues. Besides offering much biographical evidence of a
Fitzgerald-Chaucer connection, the study uses Jungian theory to
present a detailed and persuasive discussion of structural and other
features shared by Chaucer's works and several of Fitzgerald's
relatively early works: three stories, a play, and "The Great Gatsby."
Further, the study demonstrates that each author dealt with a similiar
theme: that of artistic creativity and the qualities necessary for the
successful artist. It explores, too, each author's use of artistnarrators, including Fitzgerald's use of females in the role of artist
figure in two of his stories.

Shakespere's A Midsummer Night's Dream
The Hidden Meaning of Dreams
A Short Relation, concerning a dream With some remarks on
the late comet. Together with a short exhortation to all
into whose hands my dream shall fall
The foresters. Balin and Balan. Death of Enone, Akbar's
dream. Poems
Grace Loveland, Or, The Blind Man's Dream
Focuses on the continuing struggle for racial equality in America

Dreams and Their Meanings
This is a story of two men from different eras. Snag is a fictional
man living in Neanderthal times. Alan is a youth of twelve years who
grows up quickly when his parents are killed in a plane crash. Both go
on a trail of vengeance when their loved ones are killed. Snag loses
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his entire clan to a raid by ape men. Alan loses his parents in a
plane crash engineered by his uncle, and his love is killed by
terrorists in Dubai. Snag kills many ape men and is satisfied that his
search for revenge is over. He is happy with another clan, when he is
killed by ape men seeking vengeance. The local chief of police vows to
assist Alan and provides a local man to help him. Together they
assassinate several men that were supposedly involved in Jodie’s
murder. They blow up a compound in the country supposedly containing
several involved in Jodie’s death. Then they discover they have killed
innocent people. Alan declares his war over, but the police chief
refuses to return his passport. Ashaie discovers that the chief is
responsible for Jodie’s death through a scheme gone wrong. Alan and
Ashaie kill the chief and in two planes take all their people out of
the country. Alan and Ashaie run the company successfully for several
years. Alan meets relatives of Jodie he didn’t know about, a sister
named Ellen and a daughter named Samatha. Alan marries Ellen. They
adopt Samatha, and they live happily together for several years.
Samatha finishes university and moves away to take a job and
disappears. Alan is a broken man and dies of a heart attack. Ellen
soon follows him. Ashaie operates a smaller version of the company for
many years. That was the end of a long vengeance trail.

The Vengeance of James Vansittart
The mighty magician (taken from Calderon) Such stuff as
dreams are made of (taken from Calderon) Euphranor.
Agamemnon (taken from Aeschylus) The downfall and death of
King Oedipus (taken from Sophocles)
Novel set in the William Lane led utopia of New Australia and Cosme in
Paraguay.

The Dream of Orsino
MY DREAM
A collection of accounts of the author's dreams.

A Day Dream of Paradise
The Interpretation of Dreams
Press kit includes 12 pamphlets and 9 photographs.

To Kill a Dream
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A Dream of Freedom
Entranced with a dream
The Poet's Bride, a Winter's Dream, and Other Poems
Dream West
The Literature and Curiosities of Dreams
While political liberals celebrated the end of “cowboy politics” with
the election of Barack Obama to the presidency, political
conservatives in the Tea Party and other like-minded groups still
vociferously support “cowboy” values such as small government, low
taxes, free-market capitalism, and the right to bear arms. Yet, as
Douglas Brode argues in this paradigm-shifting book, these supposedly
cowboy or “Old West” values hail not so much from the actual American
frontier of the nineteenth century as from Hollywood’s portrayal of it
in the twentieth century. And a close reading of Western films and TV
shows reveals a much more complex picture than the romanticized,
simplistic vision espoused by the conservative right. Examining dozens
of Westerns, including Gunfight at the O.K. Corral, Red River, 3:10 to
Yuma (old and new), The Wild Ones, High Noon, My Darling Clementine,
The Alamo, and No Country for Old Men, Brode demonstrates that the
genre (with notable exceptions that he fully covers) was the product
of Hollywood liberals who used it to project a progressive agenda on
issues such as gun control, environmental protection, respect for nonChristian belief systems, and community cohesion versus rugged
individualism. Challenging us to rethink everything we thought we knew
about the genre, Brode argues that the Western stands for precisely
the opposite of what most people today—whether they love it or hate
it—believe to be the essential premise of “the only truly,
authentically, and uniquely American narrative form.”

Nebuchadnezzar's Dream
Scarface : [He loved the American Dream with a vengeance]
Beyond the Hills of Dream
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Dreams and Dream-stories
Raven Rockstrow; Or, The Pedlar's Dream
Your dreams belong to you. Theyre private, and no one needs to know
what happens in them. But what if someone could invade your dreams?
And once in, what if that someone could control what happens while you
lie there, powerless to affect the outcome? Dylan Ward can do that.
Struggling to make partner in a law firm and finding it hard to hold
on to a romantic relationship, his nightly dreams become his escape
into a world that seems far happier than his real one. When he learns
about the phenomenon of lucid dreaming, where the sleeping person is
actually conscious of the events in the dream, he immerses himself in
an attempt to master it. Soon his nights are filled with fun and
adventure, where he has the power to control events and find temporary
relief from his mundane life. That relief soon pales when he reads an
old legend about dream sharing that leads him to the idea of entering
and controlling the dreams of others. What starts out as an
interesting experiment soon turns into an obsession of hacking into
the dreams of the people in his life. He begins a strange quest for
vengeance, power, love, and all the things that are missing from his
real world. But its when he devises a way to teach other people how to
invade dreams that the dangers of his obsession become frighteningly
clear. The Dream Hacker moves between imagination and reality, along
the hazy sleeping path that everyone travels but cant really navigate.
Mixing equal parts of dark humor and the angst of modern culture, the
story challenges our notions of understanding what is real and asks
just how far a person will go to change the course of his life.

The Dream Hacker
Life's a Dream
The mighty magician [a play Followed by] 'Such stuff as
dreams are made of', a drama, taken from 'Vida es suenso'
[tr. by E.Fitzgerald].
Discusses the psychological and mystical meanings of specific symbols
in dreams and provides experiments to help remember and analyze dreams

Dreams and Dream Stories
American Dream Visions
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The Christ Dream
"In 1099, the soldiers of the First Crusade, summoned by the Pope and
gathered from throughout Christendom, took Jerusalem. As the news of
this victory spread throughout Medieval Europe, it felt nothing less
than miraculous and dream-like, to such an extent that many believed
history itself had been fundamentally altered by the event and that
the Rapture was at hand. As a result of military conquest, Christians
could see themselves as agents of rather than mere actors in their own
salvation. The capture of Jerusalem changed everything. In
Nebuchadnezzar's Dream, Jay Rubenstein maps out the steps by which the
social, political, economic, and intellectual shifts occurred
throughout the 12th century, drawing on those who guided and explained
them. The Crusades raised the possibility of imagining the Apocalypse
as more than prophecy but actual event. Rubenstein examines how those
who confronted the conflict between prophecy and reality transformed
the meaning and memory of the Crusades as well as their place in
history"--
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